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We report, theoretically and experimentally, how polarization fluctuations in vertical-cavity semiconductor
lasers are affected by optical anisotropies. We develop a spin-eliminated~class A! description of laser polar-
ization and show how the various model parameters can be extracted from the experimental data. In practice,
the linear anisotropies are often much stronger than the nonlinear anisotropies, so that the polarization modes
defined by the linear anisotropies form a useful basis. For this case we derive a one-dimensional model for
polarization noise, with simple expressions for the relative strength of the polarization fluctuations and the rate
of polarization switches. For the other, more extreme, case where the nonlinear anisotropies are as strong~or
even stronger! than the linear anisotropies, the spin-eliminated description remains valid. However, in this case
the concept of polarization modes is shown to lose its meaning, as a strong four-wave-mixing peak appears in


































































Polarization fluctuations are present in all lasers, but
exceptionally strong in semiconductor vertical-cav
surface-emitting lasers~VCSELs!. The reason for this is two
fold. On the one hand, the spontaneous emission no
which drives the polarization fluctuations, is relatively stro
due to the limited size of the device. This is true for a
semiconductor laser and leads, among others, to a relat
large quantum-limited laser linewidth@1#. On the other hand
the deterministic forces, being the optical anisotropies in
device, are relatively small due to the nominal cylindric
symmetry of a VCSEL. The combination of strong stochas
noise and weak restoring forces creates relatively large
larization fluctuations. A proper understanding of these fl
tuations is clearly important from a practical point of view
in any application of VCSELs polarization noise will be co
verted into intensity noise by the~unavoidable! polarization
dependence of a practical detection system. Alternativ
and this is the emphasis of the present paper, a study of t
fluctuations constitutes a very useful tool to unravel the v
ous anisotropies and other laser parameters of prac
VCSELs. A preliminary report of our study has appear
recently@2#.
Until recently, it was difficult to compare theory and e
periments on VCSEL polarization. The ‘‘standard’’ theore
ical model for the polarization of a quantum-well VCSEL
the ‘‘split-inversion model,’’ developed by San Migue
Feng, and Moloney@3#. In this model the conduction an
heavy-hole valence band are treated as four discrete le
with M56 12 andM56
3
2 , respectively, and the inversion
split into two transitions~M5 12↔ 32 and M52 12↔2 32 !,
each interacting with circularly polarized light of a speci
handedness. An important parameter in this model isG,
which describes the spin-flip relaxation between the two s
inversions~normalized to the inversion decay rate!. Unfortu-
nately, the split-inversion model is rather complicated, as
dynamics of two population inversions has to be accoun
for, so that analytic approaches are very difficult. Numeri



















ity, depicted in so-called stability diagrams, and more s
cifically on polarization switching and bistability@4–6#. Al-
though polarization switching has been observed in sev
experiments, a quantitative comparison with theory prov
to be difficult, due to the numerical methodology and due
the fact that only limited information could be extracted fro
the experiments reported so far@7,8#. Also, alternative expla-
nations for polarization switches seemed equally likely@7#.
Other experimental studies involved the optical spectra
light emitted by VCSELs@9#. In general, these spectra co
sist of two ~Lorentzian-shaped! components, a strong ‘‘las
ing mode’’ and a weak ‘‘nonlasing mode’’ with orthogona
polarization, the two components being related to the t
VCSEL polarizations. The differences in center frequen
and spectral width between these two components could
almost completely attributed to linear anisotropies; on
small deviations between experiment and a linear ‘‘coupl
mode’’ model hinted at more complicated population d
namics @9#. In practice, nonlinear anisotropies were th
found to be relatively small, corresponding to a large va
of G.
A reconciliation between experiment and theory ca
with a simplified theoretical description, which was concu
rently developed by several authors@6,10,11#, in which the
spin inversion was adiabatically eliminated from the las
rate equations. This leads to a first-order separation of
polarization and intensity/inversion dynamics, so that the
larization dynamics of a VCSEL is that of a class A las
although the intensity dynamics is still that of a class B la
~with relaxation oscillations!. In this model, the effect of the
eliminated spin inversion is still contained in the rate equ
tions for the optical field, namely, as a nonlinear anisotro
or polarization-dependent optical saturation, the satura
power for linearly polarized light being~slightly! larger than
for circularly polarized light.
As a next step the rate equations are generally linear
around steady state. The simplicity of the linearized sp
eliminated model allows for many analytic expressions;
model yields, among others, expressions for a nonlinear




































































4192 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANpared to the lasing mode@6,10,11#. More recent predictions
@11# concern the appearance of a third~four-wave-mixing!
peak in the optical spectrum and asymmetries in
polarization-resolved intensity noise~see below!.
Theoretically, this paper constitutes an extension of
work on the spin-eliminated model reported in@6# and @11#.
We will put special emphasis on the role of noise. The k
issue is not so muchwhetherthe lasing polarization is stable
but ratherhowstable it is, what the stability eigenvalues a
and how much the polarization still fluctuates around
equilibrium value. We hereby derive many useful expr
sions for VCSEL polarization noise that allow for easy co
parison with experiment. As a further extension, we will
beyond the linearized theory, concentrating on the pract
case that linear birefringence is the dominant anisotropy,
study the dynamics of polarization switching in VCSEL
Experimentally, we report a multitude of data on VCSE
polarization noise, extending the work reported in@2#. By
analyzing the measured polarization fluctuations, which
be exceptionally strong in VCSELs, we extract a series
VCSEL parameters, with emphasis on the various opt
anisotropies.
We focus on three experimental tools to study the po
ization fluctuations. The first tool is a measurement of
polarization-resolved optical spectrum, where polarizat
fluctuations show up in the form of additional spectral pea
with a polarization different from that of the lasing peak. T
second tool is a measurement of the polarization-reso
intensity noise, a polarization-type of homodyne detecti
suggested by Hofmann and Hess@11# and first demonstrated
in @2#, in which the intensity noise, after polarization proje
tion of the VCSEL output, is frequency analyzed. We w
show how this technique provides information on the pol
ization fluctuations. As a third tool we employ a tim
domain study of the polarization-resolved intensity.
In Sec. II we will briefly review the adiabatic model fo
the polarization dynamics of VCSELs. In doing so we w
generalize the earlier theory to the case of nonaligned b
fringence and dichroism. After discussing the various para
eters in the problem, we will show how their magnitude c
be determined from experimental data. To facilitate the co
parison between theory and experiment, Secs. III and
present several useful expressions for the polarizat
resolved optical spectrum, and the polarization-resolved
tensity noise, respectively.
In Sec. V we isolate the case where the linear birefr
gence dominates over all other anisotropies; this is the c
encountered for almost any practical VCSEL. We will sho
how in this case the adiabatic description in terms of t
polarization variables can be reduced even further, t
simple one-dimensional description, with appealing expr
sions for the relative strength of the polarization fluctuatio
and the hopping rate in case of polarization switching.
In Secs. VI–X we present and analyze our experimen
data, organized via the three basic techniques that we us
Sec. VI we discuss the experimental setup, in Sec. VII
polarization-resolved optical spectra, in Sec. VIII t
polarization-resolved intensity noise, and in Sec. IX the
larization switches that occur in some VCSELs. In Sec. X










































Since we do not want to copy the derivation of the sta
ing equations we refer to@3–5# for the standard split-
inversion model and to@6,11# for the spin-eliminated version
of that model. The validity condition for the adiabatic elim
nation has been thoroughly discussed in@6#: the polarization
of the optical field should vary slowly as compared to t
medium response to polarization changes. This means th~i!
the optical anisotropies should not be too large, as these
the time scale of polarization changes, and~ii ! the normal-
ized spin-decay rateG should be large enough, as this se
the time scale of the medium response.
We will spend some effort in defining the parameters a
variables of the problem~see Table I!, as the literature is far
from uniform in this respect@3–6,11#. As variables we use
the average inversionN ~normalized to the threshold inver
sion! and the optical field vector Re@EWe2ivlt#. The latter can
be separated into two complex field componentsEx andEy
~or E1 andE2!. This is, however, somewhat inconvenient
nonlinear anisotropies create correlations between the fl
tuations in these components. We will therefore anticip
the expected separation between the polarization
intensity/inversion dynamics, and describe the optical fi
vector with four real-valued variables, instead. The first va
able is a common phase factor~the phase of the laser fiel
TABLE I. Important parameters and variables, together w
their symbol and units.
Parameter or variable Symbol Units
Linear birefringence v lin ns
21
Linear dichroism g lin ns
21
Projected linear dichroism g i5g lincos 2b ns
21
Angle between lin. birefringence
& lin. dichroism
b rad.
Nonlinear birefringence vnon5agnon ns
21
Nonlinear dichroism gnon ns
21
Henry’s phase-amplitude coupling factora
Effective birefringence v052pn0 ns
21
Effective dichroism g05g i1gnon ns
21
Cavity loss rate
~of intracavity optical field!
k ns21
Loss rate of average inversion g ns21
Loss rate of difference inversion gs ns
21
Normalized spin decay rate G5gs /g
Noise strength D5nspk/S ns
21
Spontaneous emission factor nsp






Polarization orientation angle f rad.
Polarization ellipticity angle x rad.




























































PRA 58 4193POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .w l!, which exhibits a diffusive evolution that has no cons
quences for the other dynamics. The other variables are
optical intensityI 5uEW u2, and two Poincare´ anglesf and x
that characterize the optical polarization@12#, wheref (0
<f<p) is the direction of the polarization ellipse andx
(2p/4<x<p/4) is the ellipticity angle. For practical VC
SELs the output polarization is practically always close
linear, in a direction that we can define to be thex axis.
Linearization around this point yields
EW '@eW x2~f1 ix!eW y#uEW ue2 iw l. ~1!
The original split-inversion model contains three dec
rates: the decay ratek for the optical field, the decay rateg
for the average inversion (N11N2)/2, and the decay rategs
for the difference inversion (N12N2)/2, whereG5gs /g.
Adiabatic elimination of the difference inversion clear
demonstrates and isolates the polarization dependence o
optical saturation. The magnitude of the corresponding n
linear anisotropies isgnon5kI /G for the nonlinear dichroism
~absorptive saturation! andvnon5agnon for the nonlinear bi-
refringence ~dispersive saturation!, where a is Henry’s
phase-amplitude coupling factor@1#. These nonlinear
anisotropies are proportional to the intracavity intensityI ,
which has been normalized with respect to the satura
intensity and which for an ideal four-level laser is thus eq
to the normalized pump parameterm @6#.
The rotational polarization symmetry of a laser is gen
ally broken by linear anistropies, i.e., anisotropies that
independent of laser power. In the absence of a magn
field there can be only two of these: a birefringencev lin and
a dichroismg lin @5,13#. As these anisotropies have a dire
tionality, we also need the angleb between the axes of linea
dichroism and linear birefringence. A summary of the p
rameters that we use is given in Table I. For easy compar
with the literature we note that our symbolsv lin andg lin , for
the linear birefringence and linear dichroism, correspond
2s and22e in @5,6,14#, to 22gp and22ga in @4#, and toV
and s in @11#, respectively. Furthermore, the nonlinear d
chroismgnon is denoted askI /G in @5,14#, askm/G in @6#, as
k(m21)/G in @4#, and asxn/2 in @11#. Note that the linear
birefringence and linear dichroism both have a sign, be
positive when the lasing mode has the highest frequency
highest linear gain, respectively.
In earlier work the linear birefringence and linear dichr
ism were often assumed to be aligned, resulting in VCS
eigenmodes that are linearly polarized along the comm
axes of birefringence and dichroism. We now generalize
approach, allowing the axes of linear birefringence and lin
dichroism to make an arbitrary angleb. In the Appendix the
full expressions for this general case, from@5,13,14#, are
rewritten into the following linearized polarization rate equ
tions:
d
dt S f2fssx2xssD5S 2g i 2v lin22agnonv lin 2g i22gnon D S f2fssx2xssD1S f ff x D ,
~2!
where g i5g lincos 2b, fss and xss are steady-state angle
and f f and f x are Langevin noise sources. Misalignment




















larization ceases to be linear and obtains an average elli
ity xss @where we consider onlyxss!1, see Eq.~A2a!#, and
~ii ! the polarization dynamics is now determined by the p
jected linear dichroismg i5g lincos 2b.
For completeness we note that, in some aspects, the
lidity range of Eq.~2! surpasses that of the underlying spl
inversion model. Namely, through adiabatic elimination w
have reduced our description to a general third-order La
theory for the laser polarization, which is valid for any cla
A laser with rotational symmetry@6#. In this sense Eq.~2! is
quite general; it is only the interpretation of the nonline
anisotropies gnon and vnon, as gnon5kI /G and vnon
5agnon, that is specific for the split-inversion model.
The eigenvalues of the above equation@Eq. ~2!# are l5
2g06 iv0 , with
g05g i1gnon, ~3a!
v05Av lin2 12v linagnon2gnon2
5A~v lin1agnon!22~a211!gnon2 , ~3b!
wherev0 andg0 contain the combined action of linear an
nonlinear effects and will thus be called theeffectivebire-
fringence andeffectivedichroism, respectively, and wher
the nonlinear terms corresponds to a ‘‘spectral redshift’’ a
‘‘excess broadening’’ of the nonlasing peak as compared
the lasing peak@6,10,11#. The corresponding eigenvecto
are
S v lin12agnon7 iv01gnonD'v0S 17 i D1S agnongnon D , ~4!
where the approximate expression is valid forv0
@Aa211gnon.
The main reason for writing down the above eigenvect
@Eq. ~4!# is that these already show the intrinsic polarizati
dynamics, i.e., the response to a perturbation without no
In the absence of nonlinear anisotropies, i.e., forgnon50, the
dynamics is extremely simple: on the Poincare´ sphere the
polarization~f,x! will evolve along a spiral-like curve to-
wards steady state. In terms of optical amplitudes this me
that there is a~steady-state! lasing mode and an~orthogo-
nally polarized! nonlasing mode that gradually decays
zero. The rotation on the Poincare´ sphere is counterclock
wise for the casev0.0, where the dominantx-polarized
mode has the highest frequency.
In the presence of nonlinear anisotropies the situation
comes more interesting. Equation~4! shows that the ampli-
tudes in thef andx directions will then be different, so tha
the evolution is now along anelliptical spiral-like trajectory.
As a consequence, fluctuations in the laser’s polarization
rection f are expected to have a different magnitude th
fluctuations in the ellipticityx. As another consequence
third peak is expected to appear in the optical spectrum. T
is because the mentioned trajectory can be decomposed
clockwise and counterclockwise circular trajectory, whi
correspond to spectral peaks on the high- and low-freque
sides of the lasing peak, respectively@2,11#. The approxi-












































4194 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANEquation ~2! shows how polarization fluctuations resu
from a balance between the stochastic driving force of po
ization noise and the damping and spectral deforma
caused by the various anisotropies. The polarization nois
a manifestation of the quantum noise that results from
discrete character of photons and carriers. For pract
VCSELsk/g@1, so that photon noise dominates, as the
erage number of inverted carrier states is much larger t
the average photon number. As photon noise originates f
random spontaneous emission of photons with arbitr
phase and arbitrary polarization (N1'N2), the complex
noise vector fW(t) comprises four independent real-valu
numbers, that can be divided into phase noise, inten
noise, and two forms of polarization noise. Phase and am
tude noise are best known as they also occur in the sin
mode~scalar! problem. The two polarization components a
similar uncorrelated real-valued Langevin noise sources
identical strength, which satisfy
^ f x~ t1! f x~ t2!&5^ f f~ t1! f f~ t2!&5Dd~ t12t2!, ~5a!
^u f x~v!u2&5^u f f~v!u2&5D5nspk/S, ~5b!
where the noise strength, or diffusion rateD, is inversely
proportional to the photon numberS and proportional to the
product of cavity loss ratek and spontaneous emission fact
nsp ~nsp>1 results from incomplete inversion as determin
by the finite temperature, which smoothens the sharpnes
the Fermi-Dirac distribution! @15#.
One way to solve the polarization rate equations~2! is via
Green functions that are based on the eigenvectors of Eq~4!;
this was done in@11#. An easier way is to apply a Fourie
transformation and solve the equations in the frequency
main, to obtain
f~v!5





























By combining these equations with the expressions for
polarization noise@Eqs.~5!# it is relatively straightforward to
calculate the experimentally accessible polarization-resol
optical spectra and intensity noise. This will be done in t
next section.
For completeness we note that the simplicity of the abo
results is due to the fact that, after spin elimination, the
larization dynamics~f,x! is separated almost complete
from the other dynamics, namely, that of the intensityI ,
average inversionN, and optical phasew l . The only cou-
pling is via the intensity dependence ofgnon and this cou-
pling disappears when the intensity is reasonably const
i.e., when fluctuations are limited or at frequencies very d
ferent from those of the polarization dynamics, so that o
can substitute the average intensity. As a result the polar
tion dynamics of a VCSEL can be that of a class A las
whereas the~relatively weak! intensity fluctuations that are
still present can be those of a class B laser that exhi
relaxation oscillations@15,16#.
III. POLARIZATION-RESOLVED OPTICAL SPECTRA
In this section we will calculate the optical spectru
uE(v)u2 of the VCSEL light, as measured after polarizatio
projection. In the linearized description, i.e., for,x!1, the
projection onto the dominant polarization depends only
the dynamics of the optical phase and intensity~see below!.
On the other hand, if we block this light and project onto t
orthogonal polarization, we obtain different informatio
namely, on the polarization dynamics. The optical spectr
thus observed is the Fourier transformation ofEy(t)'
2@f(t)1 ix(t)#E(t)exp@2iwl(t)#, where E(t)[uEW (t)u
'uEx(t)u. For convenience, we will first assume the optic
field and optical phase to be constant atE(t)exp@2iwl(t)#
5E0; later we will remove this restriction. In this practica
case, they-polarized spectrum is dominated by the polariz















This optical spectrum generally consists of two peaks
strong peak atv'2v0 , which corresponds to the ‘‘nonlas
ing mode’’ in the coupled-mode description@9#, and a~much
weaker! peak atv'v0 , which is produced in a polarizatio
type of four-wave mixing~FWM! between they-polarized
peak atv'2v0 and the dominantx-polarized peak atv
50 @2#. The y-polarized spectrum can be approximated
the sum of two Lorentzian curves with the same width wh
v0@g0 . The position and width~HWHM, half width at half
maximum! of the two peaks yield the effective birefringenc
v0 and the effective dichroismg0 , respectively. The inten




can then be used to estimate the combined~i.e., dispersive













where the second term results from the Lorentzian wing
the nonlasing peak at the position of the FWM peak. N
that a decomposition of the eigenvectors@Eq. ~4!# in their cw














































PRA 58 4195POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .It is relatively easy to go beyond the approximation
‘‘constant E(t) and w l(t)’’ by noting that the polarization-
resolved optical field is the product of the field
E(t)exp@2iwl(t)# times a function of~f,x!. As a result, in the
general case the polarization-resolved spectrum equals
convolutionof the ideal spectrum@Eq. ~7!# with the spectrum
uE(v)2u'uEx(v)u2, as measured for projection onto th
dominant polarization. The shape of the latter is similar
that of ‘‘edge-emitting’’ lasers: it has a finite~Schawlow-
Townes! laser linewidthg lase, due to diffusion of the optica
phase, and~generally very weak! sidebands due to relaxatio
oscillations@16#. After convolution one thus finds that phas
diffusion broadens all spectral peaks by an equal amo
g lase, being the~HWHM! spectral width ofuEx(v)u2, but
that it does not affect the relative strength of the FWM pe
as compared to the nonlasing peak, since these have the
~intrinsic! width ~for v0@g0!.
IV. POLARIZATION-RESOLVED INTENSITY NOISE
Next we will discuss the polarization-resolved intens
noise. A measurement of this projected noise is extrem
simple: the laser light is passed through a rotatablel/4
waveplate and subsequently through a rotatable polarize
projectEW (t) onto a selectable polarization state, after wh
the projected intensity noise is measured. Projection onto
dominantx or orthogonaly polarization yields information
about the ‘‘polarization-mode partition noise’’@17#. The in-
tensity noise in the orthogonaly projection is generally
rather small, being second order inf andx @see Eq.~1!#. A
much stronger signal, i.e., first order inf and/orx, is found
for projection onto a ‘‘mixed’’ polarization likex1y or x
1 iy . Such a projection constitutes a polarization homody
detection, because it allows one to observe beats betwee
x-polarized lasing peak and they-polarized nonlasing and
FWM peaks@11#. Through these intensity beats, which g
unnoticed without projection, one gets a quantitative m
sure for the polarization fluctuations in the laser.
An appealing picture of the principle behind polarizati
projection arises when we introduce the Poincare´ sphere. On
this sphere each polarization state is depicted as a si
point, i.e., the normalized Stokes vector (P1 ,P2 ,P3)
[(cos 2x cos 2f,cos 2x sin 2f,sin 2x), where the equato
corresponds to all states of linear polarization, the poles
the two states of circular polarization, and the rest to ellip
cally polarized light. On the Poincare´ sphere, the polarization
evolution is represented by a time trace and polarization fl
tuations by a ‘‘noise cloud.’’ Figure 1 sketches how, f
















the neighborhood of the equator atf,x!1. When the light is
passed through al/4 plate, with its axes at 45° with respe
to the dominant laser polarization, this noise cloud is rota
by 90° on the sphere, to end up around the north pole~right-
handed circular polarization!. The projected intensity behind
a consecutive polarizer can now be found graphically by p
jection of the polarization state onto an axis passing thro
equator and center of the Poincare´ sphere, with an orienta
tion that depends on the polarizer angle. When the polar
axis is aligned with that of the lasing mode one projects o
axis P1 in Fig. 1 and measuresI project(t)5(I /2)(11sin 2x)
'@ I (t)/2#@112x(t)#. When the polarizer axis is aligne
under 45° one projects onto axisP2 and measuresI project(t)
'@ I (t)/2#@112f(t)#. Other orientations give linear comb
nations of these results.
After this discussion, a calculation of the polarizatio
resolved intensity noise is straightforward. When the ove
intensity is stable enough, the projected noise will be de
mined by the polarization dynamics only, so that the relat
intensity noise, for projection onto thef or x direction re-
spectively, is given by
FIG. 1. Principle of noise projection on the Poincare´ sphere. The
polarization fluctuations around the, almost linearly polariz
steady state are represented as a noise cloud around a position
to the equator. Propagation through al/4 plate and polarizer result
in a 90° rotation towards the north pole and a projection downwa
onto an axis, the orientation of which depends on polarizer an
By projecting onto axisP1 or P2 we can measure the noise in th
Poincare´ anglesx or f, respectively.^uDI project~v!u2&
^I project&
2 54^uf~v!u






















































4196 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANFor the case of relatively large birefringence (v0
@g0 ,gnon,agnon), these projected noise spectra are qu
similar, both peaking aroundv0 and having a spectral width
of g0 ~HWHM!. From fits to these spectra one can direc
obtain the effective birefringencev0 and effective dichroism
g0 , without the experimental complication of a finite las
linewidth g lase that occurs when analyzing the optical spe
tra.
Interestingly enough, the above spectra have the s
functional form as the relative intensity noise~RIN! spec-
trum. When the intensity fluctuations are relatively small,
that the intensity rate equation can be linearized, this R










where v ro and g ro are the relaxation oscillation frequenc
and damping rate, respectively@15#. As the diffusion rateD
is the same in Eqs.~9a,b! and ~10!, the relative strengths o
the polarization fluctuations as compared to the inten
fluctuations are approximately equal to the ratio of the rel
ation decay rateg ro , over the polarization decay rateg0 ,
where low damping corresponds to a sharp resonance
large fluctuations.
Once more it is relatively easy to generalize the expr
sions for the projected polarization noise to beyond the
proximation of stable intensity. In the common case of re
tively small intensity and polarization fluctuations (D
!g0 ,g ro), the time-dependent part of the projected intens
is approximately12 DI (t)1I 0x(t) or
1
2 DI (t)1I 0f(t), where
DI (t) is the deviation from the average intensityI 0 . As the
intensity and polarization fluctuations are practically unc
related, apart from minor interactions via the dichroismg lin
and gnon, the general projected noise spectrum is equa
the sum of the ideal polarization noise spectrum@Eqs. ~9!#
and the~scaled! intensity noise spectrum, as measured wi
out polarization projection@Eq. ~10!#.
The difference between thef andx projections, i.e., be-
tween Eqs.~9a! and ~9b!, is a measure for the ellipticity o











and can be used to estimate the nonlinear anisotropiesgnon
and agnon. For relatively large linear birefringence (v lin
@g i ,gnon,agnon) the ratio displayed in Eq.~11! approaches






S v02v021v2D , ~12!
where we have introduced square roots to facilitate a c
parison with the experimental signal on the RF analyzer@2#.
Equation~12! shows that the nonuniformity of the polariza
tion fluctuations depends on frequency, being relatively la

















apparently overlooked in the time domain analysis in@11#,
because that analysis neglected the nonorthogonality of
eigenvectors@Eq. ~4!#.
When linear birefringence is not the dominant anisotro
the analysis becomes more complicated. In principle o
should use the exact result Eq.~11! instead of the approxi-
mate expression Eq.~12!. A problem is that the exact resu
Eq. ~11!, which can be written as (v21Cf)/(v
21Cx), is
complicated, because theC coefficients contain many un






S 11@2~a211!gnon2 1g02#/v02A11~a211!gnon2 /v021g0 /~av0!D
~13!
provides some help, as in practical cases~see Sec. VIII! the
complicated factor within parentheses is generally very cl
to unity. In the experimental analysis we will first negle
this correction factor, and substitute the fittedCf andCx into
Eq. ~13! to derive the nonlinear anisotropyagnon. As a next
step we resubstitute the obtained result~and assume thata
@1! for a somewhat better second estimate.
Hofmann and Hess@11# already noted that the fluctuation
in f andx are not independent, but correlated. As a res
the projected polarization noise will have extrema for dire
tions different from thef and x axes. To find the rotation
angleC rot , of the elliptical noise cloud in thef,x plane, we
rewrite Eqs.~6a,b! to obtain
^uf~v!cosC1x~v!sin Cu2&









whereC0 andC1 are constants, and where the approximat
in Eq. ~14b! is valid only in the limit of dominant linear
birefringence (v lin@ag i ,gnon,agnon). Note that the pre-
dicted rotation angleC rot is independent of frequency;
change of detection frequency will only affect the elliptici
of the polarization noise cloud on the Poincare´ sphere, but
not the angleC rot at which the noise reaches its maximum
V. POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS
FOR LARGE LINEAR BIREFRINGENCE
The above analysis was based on a linearized descrip
of the spin-eliminated model; i.e., the relative strength of
various anisotropies could be anything, as long as the la
polarization remained approximately linear (f,x!1). In
practical VCSELs, the linear birefringence generally dom
nates over all other anisotropies, i.e.,v lin
@g lin ,gnon,agnon, being still small enough to satisfy th
adiabatic approximation, for whichv lin!gs /a is needed@6#
@typical numbers areg lin,3 ns
21, gnon'1 ns
21, a'3, v lin
'60 ns21, andgs'300 ns
21 ~see below and@6,9,23#!#. For
this common case of dominant linear birefringence the sp
eliminated model can be further simplified by a second ad
batic elimination, as demonstrated in this section.

















































PRA 58 4197POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .birefringence, the polarization-resolved optical and intens
noise spectra become relatively simple, as the strength o
FWM peak and the nonuniformity of the polarization flu
tuations are strongly reduced, being inversely proportiona
v0
2 andv0 , respectively@see Eqs.~8! and~12!#. One expla-
nation for this behavior is that the relatively fast rotation
the Poincare´ sphere, associated with the large linear birefr
gence, makes all trajectories look like ‘‘tightly wound cor
screws’’ and thereby smooths out the difference betweef
andx dynamics. An equivalent explanation is that the lar
frequency difference, in the optical spectrum, between
nonlasing and lasing peak reduces the coupling between
two, making the orthogonal polarization mode look more a
more like a standard nonlasing mode.
As a starting point for our full~nonlinearized! description
of the polarization dynamics we could use Eqs.~A1! in Ap-
pendix A. Instead, it is more convenient to rewrite the sp
















5v linP22g lincos 2bP1P3
2g linsin 2bP2P322gnonP3~12P3
2!. ~15c!
For the case of dominant linear birefringence the prevail
evolution over the Poincare´ sphere is a fast rotation aroun
the P1 axis, whereP2 and P3 perform a rapid out-of-phas
oscillation with approximate frequencyv lin , driven by the
first terms in Eqs.~15b,c!. On top of this rapid oscillation of
the P2 andP3 coordinates, there is a much slower evoluti
of the P1 coordinate, that can be separated out via a n
adiabatic elimination. On the Poincare´ sphere, the slow vari-
able measures the position of an almost circular orbit at
most constantP15cos(2w), wherew5f only at x50. By
averaging Eq.~15a! over the fast rotation just mentioned








As the combination (12P1)/2 is equal to the relative inten
sity of they-polarized light, the above equation describes
deterministic evolution that underlies the polarization-mo
partition noise.
To obtain the full polarization dynamics we will now ad
noise to the above equation~16!. For the anglew it is imme-
diately clear how much noise should be added: as polar
tion noise is isotropic on the Poincare´ sphere, the amount o

















to that in the other projectionsf x and f f @see Eq.~5!#. The
amount of noise inP1 is then found by a simple transforma
tion. The addition of noise can also produce extra drift ter
in the equations@18#. For instance, the polarization noise






















1 f w .
~17b!
These equations show how the dominant linear birefr
gence, or fast rotation on the Poincare´ sphere, effectively
redirects the nonlinear anisotropy, so that the original~ on-
linear! competition between the two circularly polarize
states is converted into a competition between the line
polarized states aligned along the axes of birefringen
Equation~17b! thus has the same form as Eq.~9! in @19#,
which was recently derived for the dynamics of the elliptic
anglex of an isotropic class A laser with strong competitio
between its circularly polarized fields.
By transforming the above equations~17a,b! into the cor-
responding Fokker-Planck equations we regain the stan
problem of ‘‘diffusion in a potential well,’’ on which the
dynamics of a class A laser is usually mapped@20,21#. The
steady-state probability distributions and potentials of o
system are
P~P1!}expF2 VP1~P1!D G}expF g i2D P12 gnon4D ~12P12!G ,
~18a!
P~w!}expF2 Vw~w!D G
}sin~2w!expF g i2D cos~2w!1 gnon8D cos~4w!G .
~18b!
The above result can be used to calculate the power r
of the nonlasing and lasing modePnonlasing/Plasing, or,
equivalently, the mean-square deviation from the stea
state polarization, or, equivalently, the size of the noise clo
on the Poincare´ sphere @see Eq. ~1!#. For dominant














For dominanty polarization the expression is the same, ap
from a minus sign in front ofg i . Note that integration of the
projected polarization noise spectrum, Eqs.~9!, over ~posi-
tive and negative! frequency, gives the same result, for th
case of dominant linear birefringence considered here. Eq
tion ~19! shows, in a very convenient way, how polarizatio










































































4198 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANon the one hand and the restoring forces of the~absorptive!
anisotropies on the other hand. More specifically, it sho
how the relative power in the nonlasing polarization, or t
size of the noise cloud on the Poincare´ sphere, can be used t
estimate the noise strengthD, when the dichroismg0 is
known.
Polarization noise can make the laser hop from the po
tial well of dominant x polarization to the other well o
dominanty polarization, and back. The present model giv
a simple expression for the average hopping time
gnon/(4D)@1. For the symmetric case (g i50) the average






In the limit gnon/(4D)@1, the above expression for the ho
ping time is extremely sensitive to the polarization diffusi
rate D, so that it can be used to get an accurate mea
thereof, oncegnon is known.
For completeness we note that, in the spin-elimina
model, there are actually two different mechanisms that
produce a polarization switch. One type of switch occ
when we let the linear dichroismg i depend on injection
current@7,9#, in such a way thatg i changes sign at a certai
current; at this pointg i'0 and lasing in the two polarizatio
directions is equally favorable. This first type of polarizati
switch should obey the equations in this section, at least
the ~common! case of dominant linear birefringence. D
pending on the amount of noiseD and the strength of the
nonlinear dichroismgnon, the laser polarization will exhibit
fast, or slow hopping@see Eq.~20!#, where extremely slow
hopping will experimentally be interpreted as bistability
hysteresis. The second type of switch is not based on curr
dependent linear effects, but has an intrinsic nonlinear
ture. In the spin-eliminated model, Eq.~3b! shows how this
nonlinear switch can occur only in VCSELs with small neg
tive linear birefringencev lin , where the nonlinear redshif
can pull the~high-frequency! nonlasing mode into the lasin
mode, to create polarization instability and switching@6#. For
v0
2,2g0
2 one of the eigenvalues2g06 iv0 will correspond
to an undamped evolution, the polarization fluctuations w
become excessively large in one direction, and one has t
beyond the linearized equations to solve the problem. T
phenomenon has been discussed in many theoretical pa
e.g., in terms of a Hopf bifurcation towards elliptically po
larized modes@4,5#, although the exact nature of this switc
is often hidden in complicated carrier dynamics. In the e
periments, linear birefringence generally dominates over
other anisotropies so that this second type of polariza
switch, with its different behavior and different statistics,
quite rare@22#.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the experiments we have used a batch of some
proton-implanted VCSELs, organized as 1D arrays. The
sers operate around 850 nm and comprise three 8-nm-t
GaAs quantum wells in a 1l cavity, sandwiched between a
upper and lower Bragg mirror of 19 and 29.5 layer pa
























VCSELs is around 5 mA, with higher-order modes appear
around 10 mA at an output power of about 2 mW. At lo
current the laser polarization was practically always close
vertical, i.e., perpendicular to the array axis. The steady-s
ellipticity xss was typically 1° or less, with a few exception
of xss'5210° for lasers with small negative birefringenc
v0 . The size of the batch allowed us to pick the most int
esting VCSELs for further study, namely, those with re
tively small effective birefringence and those that exhibi
polarization switch. In the presentation of the figures we w
concentrate on two specific VCSELs, which we have labe
VCSEL 1 and VCSEL 2. Unfortunately, the~current-
dependent! VCSEL performance showed small variation
from day to day, so that the exact numbers for birefringen
and dichroism, as obtained for the same VCSEL from
various figures, do not always match.
The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2. To limit t
external noise to the minimum, the VCSEL is enclosed in
temperature-stabilized box~stability'0.1 mK! and driven by
a stable current source~stability '0.75mA from dc to 1
MHz!. The collimated laser light is first passed through
~rotatable! l/4 plate, and subsequently through a combin
tion of a ~rotatable! l/2 plate and optical isolator, which
together effectively act as a rotatable polarizer. By setting
angles of thel/4 andl/2 plates we select the polarizatio
state on which the laser light is projected. After projecti
the light can be analyzed in three different ways. A plan
Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer, with adjustable free spectr
range, allows for detailed measurements of the optical sp
trum. A 6-GHz low-noise photoreceiver~NewFocus 1534!,
in combination with a 25-GHz RF analyzer~Hewlett-
Packard HP0563E!, allows for measurements of th
~polarization-resolved! intensity noise. As a third method w
can also observe this noise in the time domain, using a
photodiode~DC-200 MHz! in combination with a 350-MHz
oscilloscope~LeCroy 9450!. In the next sections we will
discuss the results of these three methods in consecutiv
der.
VII. POLARIZATION-RESOLVED OPTICAL SPECTRA
Figure 3 shows optical spectra, for VCSEL 1 operating
I 59.0 mA. In Fig. 3~a! the wave plates were set for proje
tion onto the dominant~horizontal! polarization, whereas this
polarization was largely blocked in Fig. 3~b! ~we intention-
ally kept a very small fraction of the lasing peak to serve
a marker!. These figures show that the optical spectrum c
sists of three~equidistant! peaks, which~from left to right!
FIG. 2. Experimental setup. After polarization projection w
measure~i! optical spectra with a Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer,~ii !
projected noise spectra with a 6-GHz photodiode and RF analy




















































PRA 58 4199POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .are denoted the four-wave-mixing~FWM! peak (y2), the
lasing peak (x), and the nonlasing peak (y1). Roughly
speaking, the lasing peak is associated with the steady-
polarization of the laser, the nonlasing peak is a result
amplified spontaneous emission in the orthogonal polar
tion, and the four-wave-mixing peak results from nonline
mixing between these two. Comparison of the vertical sc
of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! shows that the lasing peak dominat
over the nonlasing peak by roughly 3 orders of magnitude
takes quite some suppression to resolve the latter. The F
peak is much weaker still and often difficult to observe.
fact its presence was first reported only recently@2#.
The optical spectra of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! contain infor-
mation about many laser parameters. First of all the
quency difference between the lasing and nonlasing p
gives the effective birefringencev0 , whereas the difference
in their HWHM spectral width gives the effective dichrois
g0 . For VCSEL 1 studied in Fig. 3, the effective birefrin
gence is relatively small atn0[v0 /(2p)521.82(2) GHz
~minus sign because the low-frequency mode lases!; this is
why it has been selected. Its effective dichroism has a m
typical value, namelyg0 /(2p)50.22(2) GHz. For most
other VCSELsn0 ranged between23 and115 GHz ~with
two exceptions at125 and 140 GHz!; the dichroism
g0 /(2p) was always below 1 GHz. In Fig. 3 the measur
spectral width of the lasing mode is instrument limited
0.06 GHz ~HWHM! by the resolution of the Fabry-Pe´rot
interferometer.
Equation~8! shows how the relative strength of the fou
wave-mixing ~FWM! peak, as compared to the nonlasi
peak, can be used to quantify the nonlinear anisotropie
the laser. From Fig. 3~b! we find this relative strength to b
2.5~2!%. With n0521.82(2) GHz this gives a combine
FIG. 3. Polarization-resolved optical spectra of VCSEL 1 aI
59.0 mA, taking with a Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer. The
x-polarized lasing peak, which dominates~a!, is almost completely
suppressed in they-polarized spectrum of~b! ~same arbitrary units!.
The latter shows the nonlasing peak at higher frequency and a w











nonlinear anisotropy ofAa211gnon53.6(2) ns21. Unfortu-
nately, the optical spectrum does not allow a further sepa
tion into nonlinear birefringence and nonlinear dichroism
mainly provides information on the nonlinear birefringenc
as generallya@1 @25#, so thatAa211'a.
Theoretically we expect the relative strength of the FW
peak ~as compared to the nonlasing peak! to be inversely
proportional to the square of the effective birefringencev0
@see Eq.~8!#. This is indeed observed: for two other VCSEL
we measured a relative strength of 0.63~7!% at n0
53.45 GHz, and 0.15~3!% at n056.7 GHz. For our ‘‘aver-
age’’ VCSEL, with n0'10 GHz, the strength of the FWM
peak was below 0.1% of that of the nonlasing peak a
thereby below the noise level. This strong dependence
birefringence explains why the FWM peak was not notic
until recently.
As a last piece of information we calculate the amount
polarization fluctuations, by dividing the sum of the spe
trally integrated strengths ofy-polarized nonlasing and
FWM peak by the~integrated! x-polarized lasing peak. From
Fig. 3 we determine this ratio to be 0.65~5!%. On the Poin-
caré sphere, this corresponds to a noise cloud with a s
^(2w)2&1/2'9° @see Eq.~19!#, which, on the world globe, is
equivalent to an area bigger than Alaska, but smaller t
Australia. At the end of Sec. VIII we will discuss how th
above value can be used to determine the magnitude of
polarization noise, and thereby the cavity loss ratek.
For VCSEL 2, studied in Fig. 4, the birefringence is e
tremely small~and negative! at n0520.87 GHz in VCSEL.
As a consequence, the strength of the FWM peak n
amounts to about 20% of that of the nonlasing peak. For
extreme situation the nonlinear and linear anisotropies
comparable in strength and the nonlinear effect can no lon
be treated as a weak perturbation. However, even for
extreme situation, the linearized theory developed in Sec
remains valid; the relative strength of the nonlasing a
FWM peak, as compared to the lasing peak, is still o
'1%, so thatf,x!1. This is demonstrated by the dashe
dotted curve in Fig. 4, which is a fit of Eq.~7! to the optical
spectrum, where the fitted width includes the finite width
the lasing peak. The dotted curve shows the Lorentzian fi
the nonlasing peak only.
ak
FIG. 4. The optical spectrum of VCSEL 2 atI 510.0 mA shows
how, for VCSELs with very small birefringence~n0520.85 GHz
in the present case! the FWM peak can be as much as 20% of t
nonlasing peak. The dashed-dotted and dotted lines are fits to
















































4200 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANVIII. POLARIZATION-RESOLVED
INTENSITY NOISE SPECTRA
In this section we will describe measurements of
polarization-resolved intensity noise, for which the princip
was already discussed in Sec. IV~see Fig. 1!. The practical
implementation is based on a spectral analysis of the in
sity noise of laser light that has passed through a rotat
l/4 plate and a combination of a rotatablel/2 and isolator,
which together act as a rotatable polarizer~see Fig. 2!.
Figure 5 shows spectra of the projected intensity no
^uI project(v)u2&1/2 for VCSEL 2 operating atI 59.0 mA, with
a relatively small birefringence ofn0520.85 GHz. From
top to bottom, the curves in Fig. 5 show noise spectra
projection onto thex direction, onto thef direction, onto the
lasing polarization~labelP!, onto the nonlasing polarization
and the noise in the absence of light~system limit!. As the
noise in the first two projections is much larger than that
projection onto the lasing polarization, our first conclusion
that polarization noise dominates over pure intensity no
Our analysis will concentrate on the noise spectra obse
for the x andf projections.
The dashed curves in Fig. 5 are fits of Eq.~9! to the upper
two experimental curves over the range 0.3–2.5 GHz. T
fitting range has been limited to avoid both the lo
frequency noise tail, as well as the high-frequency no
floor. The high quality of the fits allows us to extract th
effective birefringencev0 , the effective dichroismg0 , a
constantC @used to simplify the numerator of Eq.~9! to
v21C, see also the discussion just above Eq.~13!#, and a
proportionality constant, which contains the detected int
sity I , the diffusion rateD, and the system response. O
fitting results are un0u5uv0 /(2p)u50.85(2) GHz,
g0 /(2p)50.38(2) GHz, Cf /(4p
2)50.49 GHz2, and
Cx /(4p
2)53.6 GHz2. The first two parameters,n0 andg0 ,
can also be obtained from optical spectra. A big advantag
the present measurement is its extreme resolution: a spe
analysis of intensity noise is only limited by the resolution
the RF analyzer, which can easily be below 1 kHz, wher
optical measurements are limited by the Fabry-Pe´rot resolu-
tion of typically 10–100 MHz.
Figure 5 shows that the projected intensity noise in thx
FIG. 5. Projected intensity noise of VCSEL 2 atI 59.0 mA.
From top to bottom the curves show noise spectra for projec
onto thex direction, onto thef direction, onto the lasing polariza
tion ~label P!, onto the nonlasing polarization, and the noise in
















direction is much bigger than that in thef direction (Cx
.Cf), or, in other words, that the polarization fluctuatio
are highly nonuniform and that the noise cloud on the Po
carésphere is elliptical instead of circular. This difference
intimately related to the presence of the FWM peak in
optical spectrum, and can likewise be used to estimate
strength of the nonlinear anisotropies. To do so we determ
the ratio ^uf(v)u2&1/2/^ux(v)u2&1/2 and compare the resu
with Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~13!. At the resonance frequency o
0.85 GHz we find̂ uf(v)u2&1/2/^ux(v)u2&1/250.59. Substi-
tution of this ratio in Eq.~12! yieldsagnon'2.2 ns
21. As the
very small birefringence makes the use of this approxim
expression disputable, it is better to substitute the fittedCf
andCx in Eq. ~13!, using the procedure discussed in Sec. I
This yields estimates ofagnon'2.0 ns
21 on the first try and
agnon'2.5 ns
21 upon iteration.
The noise spectra observed for the projections onto
lasing and nonlasing polarization contain information on
intensity and polarization partition noise. A detailed analy
of these spectra will be published elsewhere@26#. The rela-
tive strength of the various noise spectra shows how thx
and f projection are first order in the polarization fluctu
tions and how the projections onto the lasing and nonlas
polarization are only second order.
Figure 6 shows spectra of the projected intensity noise
VCSEL 1. This VCSEL exhibits a polarization switch;
operates on the high-frequency~vertically polarized! mode at
I 58.5 mA @Fig. 6~a!# and on the low-frequency~horizon-
tally polarized! mode atI 59.0 mA @Fig. 6~b!#. In both fig-
ures the solid and dashed curves denote the intensity n
for projection onto thex and f-direction, respectively,
whereas the dash-dotted curve shows the system noise fl
The fits to these noise spectra~not shown! were again excel-
lent and gave un0u52.96(2) GHz, g0 /(2p)50.23(2)
GHz, and agnon52.8(3) ns
21 at I 58.5 mA, and un0u
51.75(2) GHz, g0 /(2p)50.23(2) GHz, and agnon
53.2(3) ns21 at I 59.0 mA. In Fig. 6 the differences be
n
FIG. 6. Projected intensity noise for VCSEL 1 before and af


























































PRA 58 4201POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .tweenf and x noise are less prominent than in Fig. 5 as
result of the larger birefringence. The main message of
figure is that the nonuniformity of the polarization fluctu
tion is as expected fora@1; when the high-frequency mod
lases we finduf(v)u.ux(v)u @Fig. 6~a!#; when the low-
frequency mode lases we finduf(v)u,ux(v)u @Figs. 5 and
6~b!#.
Figure 7 shows again the projected intensity noise
VCSEL 2 ~as in Fig. 5!, but now at an operating current o
I 57.0 mA, i.e., closer to threshold (I th55.0 mA), and for a
wider frequency range. The spectrum for projection onto
lasing polarization~solid curve, labelP! is dominated by
pure intensity noise; the broad structure around 6 GHz
sults from intensity fluctuations associated with the rel
ation oscillations. The dashed-dotted line shows a fit of
~10! to this noise spectrum, yielding a relaxation oscillati
frequency of 5.8 GHz and a damping~HWHM! of 1.1 GHz.
The f and x curves show the noise spectra for projecti
onto the corresponding polarization states. From fits in
range 0.4–2.8 GHz we findun0u51.39 GHz, g0 /(2p)
50.55 GHz, andagnon52.2 ns
21. This figure clearly shows
how intensity noise and polarization noise simply add up
the projection spectrum; the relaxation oscillation is
course less prominent in thef and x curves because th
average intensity for polarization projection is about half
intensity for projection onto the lasing polarization.
Next we have measured the correlation between the
larization noise inf andx, which, according to Sec. IV and
@11#, should be noticeable as a rotation of the elliptical no
cloud on the Poincare´ sphere. For best results we too
VCSEL 2, with its relatively small birefringence and larg
nonuniformity, and operated it at 9.0 mA. Figure 8 show
measurement series of the projected intensity noise as a f
tion of the angle of the projecting polarizer, where 0° a
45° correspond to projection onto thex and f direction,
respectively~see dashed vertical lines!. The solid curve is a
fit, using the square root of Eq.~14a!. Figure 8 shows that the
cases of maximum and minimum projection noise do
correspond to purex andf projection, but occur at a slightly
smaller angle. Specifically, the noise ellipse is rotated o
an angle ofC rot518(6)° with respect to thex,f coordinate
FIG. 7. Projected intensity noise for VCSEL 2 atI 57.0 mA.
Note the presence of the relaxation oscillations around 6 GHz in
projection onto the lasing polarization~labelP! and the correspond
ing structure in the polarization-resolved intensity noise~f andx!.
















system. This agrees very roughly with the rotation angle
expected from Eq.~14b!, which is about 9° for the case o
dominant birefringence (a53), but as much as 36° for th
case at hand@v lin /(2p)520.85 GHz, gnon'1.0 ns
21, a
'3, g i'1.4 ns21#, where the latter estimate is clearly hin
dered by the uncertainties in the various parameters.
IX. POLARIZATION SWITCHES
For some VCSELs the polarization direction changes s
denly by about 90° when the laser current is varied. A stu
of the laser dynamics around such a polarization switch
ideally suited to determine the various laser parameters. T
is demonstrated in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, which show the ef-
fective birefringence un0u and dichroism ug0u/(2p) of
VCSEL 1, as obtained from the polarization-resolved inte
sity noise spectra, as a function of current. This VCSEL
hibits a polarization switch between 8.9 and 9.1 mA. To
more specific: at low current the~vertically polarized! high-
frequency mode lases, at high current the~ orizontally po-
larized! low-frequency mode lases, whereas either situat
can occur within the switching region, depending on histo
~hysteresis!. Figure 9~a! shows how the frequency splittin
between the lasing and nonlasing mode changes fromun0u
53.16 GHz to 1.93 GHz, when the VCSEL switches pola
ization. This change is a result of nonlinear birefringence a
can be used as a measure thereof@2#. By expanding Eq.~3a!
into a linearized expression for the ‘‘spectral redshift of t
nonlasing mode’’ we deduce from the switch th
agnon'p~3.1621.93! ns
2153.9 ns21. Using the full Eq.~3a!
we get a somewhat better estimate,agnon'3.7 ns
21. We note
that VCSEL 1 was also used to obtain the optical spectr
of Fig. 3 ~at I 59.0 mA andn0,0, i.e., after the switch!, and
the polarization-resolved intensity noise of Fig. 6~before and
after the switch!.
Figure 9~b! shows how the effective dichroism chang
with current and how the vertically polarized mode becom
less and less dominant. This is a general trend in all
VCSELs: before the switch the dominant polarization is
ways close to vertical, i.e., perpendicular to the array a
after the switch the dominant polarization becomes horiz
e
FIG. 8. Measurement of the projected intensity noise for V
SEL 2 at I 59.0 mA as a function of the orientation angle of th
projecting polarization. The angles 0° and 45° correspond to p






































































4202 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANtal. Furthermore, VCSELs that have a small dichroism at l
current exhibit a polarization switch at increasing curre
whereas those with larger dichroism do not switch within
realm of fundamental mode operation. We therefore attrib
the occurrence of these switches to a current dependen
the measured effective dichroismg0(I ), and more specifi-
cally to the linear part thereof, i.e.,g i(I ), as the nonlinear
part gnon.0 will always favor the lasing polarization ove
the nonlasing one and increase monotonically with curre
A measurement ofg0(I ) in fact allows us to predict whethe
or not a polarization switch is going to occur at a certa
current. In the switching region the two polarizations w
have almost equal loss (g i'0) so that we conclude for th
nonlinear dichroismgnon'g0'2p30.21 ns
2151.3 ns21 @see
Fig. 9~b!#. Division of the nonlinear birefringence@in Fig.
9~a!# by the nonlinear dichroism@in Fig. 9~b!# yields a
'2.9, in agreement with literature values. Similar valu
were found for other VCSELs. As an example, one of th
other VCSELs switched its polarization aroundI 58.5 mA,
had a frequency splitting of 11.52 GHz and 10.50 GHz
fore and after the switch and an effective dichroism
g0 /(2p)50.22 GHz within the switching region, so that
'3.1.
We have thus demonstrated how a comparison of spe
before and after a polarization switch allows one to se
rately determine the nonlinear birefringence and nonlin
dichroism, irrespective of the VCSEL’s absolute birefri
gence. In this respect the analysis presented here is m
powerful then that in Secs. VII and VIII, addressing optic
spectra and projected intensity noise; the latter appro
worked only for smalln0 and gave only a value for th
FIG. 9. The effective birefringenceun0u and dichroismug0u of
VCSEL 1 as a function of current. Note the observed hysteresis
the jump in un0u that occurs upon a polarization switch~aroundI
59.0 mA!. From ~b! we conclude that the polarization switch r















combined nonlinear birefringence and dichroism. A disa
vantage, however, of the present technique is that the
SEL should actually switch polarization and that one c
determine the nonlinearities for only one specific curre
being the switching current.
In practice, the VCSELs that switch their polarization c
have both positive and negative effective birefringence0 .
In both cases, the observed changes inn0 were consistent
with the expected nonlinear redshift@see Eq.~3b!#: when the
high-frequency mode dominates (n0.0) at low current, as is
generally the case in our VCSELs,un0u increased gradually
with current and jumped to a smaller value upon a polari
tion switch; when the low-frequency mode is dominant (0
,0), un0u decreased with current, to jump to larger valu
upon a switch. Furthermore, switches have been observe
VCSELs with both small and largen0 . These observations
show that the nonlinear anisotropies by themselves are
the prime reason for the occurrence of polarization switch
as the ‘‘nonlinear’’ explanation predicts only switches fro
low to higher frequency operation, and only at relative
small ~negative! n0 @4,8#.
The physical mechanism behind the polarization switch
i.e., the mechanism responsible for the experimentally
served current dependence ofg i(I ), is not yet known. It is
tempting to attribute this dependence to a~temperature-
induced! shift in frequency detuning between the polariz
cavity modes and the gain spectrum@7#. However, this ex-
planation seems to be ruled out by our experiments. Ap
from subtleties in the scalar or tensor nature ofg lin , this
explanation predicts that the mode closest to gain ce
lases and that the current dependence ofg0 is proportional to
the effective birefringencen0 . In practice, we find both
switches from low-to-high and high-to-low frequencies, a
we find hardly any correlation between the slopedg0 /dI @in
figures like Fig. 9~b!# andn0 . An alternative explanation ha
not yet been found. The observation that the dominant po
ization is always vertical before and horizontal after t
switch indicates that the physical mechanism behind the
larization switch is linked to either the design layout of t
array or to the orientation of the crystalline wafer.
The diffusion coefficientD can be estimated from th
real-time switching dynamics, which was found to depe
critically on switching current. VCSELs that switch their po
larization above 8–9 mA exhibit the hysteresis shown in F
9; for switching at lower current, however, the domina
polarization was not stable all the time, but hopped betw
two quasistationary polarization states. The time it takes
VCSEL to actually switch was found to be very small a
could hardly be resolved with our photodiode and oscil
scope; we estimate it to be just below 2 ns. On the ot
hand, the average dwell time in the two quasistationary st
was very much larger. This average dwell time was found
depend strongly on switching current; in VCSELs th
switch just below 8.5 mA it was about 1 s, for switchin
around 7 mA it had dropped to~sub!microsecond. The rea
son for this rapid change is of course the exponential dep
dence of^T& on gnon/D in Eq. ~20!. As the observed hop
ping is driven by polarization noise, it can be used to get
estimate thereof@see Eq.~20! for the case of dominant linea
birefringence#. At I'8.5 mA an average dwell time of abou
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Alternatively, the diffusion coefficientD can be estimated
from the absolute strength of the polarization fluctuations
given by the ratio of power in the dominant polarization a
the orthogonal polarization, in combination with the effe
tive dichroismg0 @see Eq.~19! for case of dominant linea
birefringence#. This power ratio can be obtained most re
ably from optical spectra like Fig. 3, by integration over t
lasing and nonlasing peak, but one can also use
frequency-integrated projection noise, as e.g. in Fig. 6,
even the polarization-resolved light-current characteristic
the laser~as long as the higher-order modes remain wea!.
We found these estimates to be mutually consistent with
factor 1.5; at a typical current of 8.5 mA they all yielde
Pnonlasing/Plasing'0.721.0%. Combined withg0'1.1 ns
21
this then corresponds toD'8211 ms21 being in reasonable
agreement with the earlier estimate.
As a final step we deduce the cavity loss ratek from the
value ofD, using Eq.~5b!. We therefore express the intra
avity photon numberS in terms of the VCSEL output powe
as Pout52hnhkS, where h is the outcoupling efficiency
through the top mirror. At I 58.5 mA we had D58
211 ms21 at an output power of 1.8 mW. For an ideal fou
level laser, wherensp5h51, this would make the estimate
cavity loss ratek'200 ns21. A more realistic estimate
based onnsp51.5 andh50.3, givesk'300 ns
21.
X. RESULTS FOR OTHER VCSELS
In order to study the generic validity of our results w
have repeated the experiments discussed above on an
set of VCSELs, grown at the ‘‘Centre Suisse Electroniq
and Microtechnique’’~former Paul Scherrer Institute! in Zü-
rich, Switzerland. These were etched-post devices wit
post diameter of 17mm ~i.e., no proton implantation! that
comprise three 8-nm-thick GaAs quantum wells in a 1l
cavity. The lower and upper Bragg mirror contain 20 a
40.5 pairs of graded AlAs-Al.18Ga.82As layers, respectively
The device that was singled out for further study had
threshold current ofI th54.1 mA, operated in the fundamen
tal transverse mode up to 2I th , and exhibited a polarization
switch around 5.5 mA, at an output power of 0.30 mW.
Figure 10 shows the effective birefringenceun0u and di-
chroism ug0u/(2p) measured as a function of laser curre
The behavior of this etched-post VCSEL is quite similar
that of the proton-implanted VCSEL in Fig. 9. Once mo
we observed hysteresis; when the current is increased
VCSEL polarization switches fromy to x at I 55.65 mA;
when the current is decreased the VCSEL polarization
gers on inx and switches back atI 55.46 mA. Again, the
effective birefringence exhibits a jump due to the nonline
birefringence@Fig. 10~a!# and again the switch coincide
with a minimum in the measured dichroism as a function
currentg0(I ) @see Fig. 10~b!#. By relating the jump in Fig.
10~a! to the nonlinear redshift we find agnon
'p~5.1324.68! ns2151.4~1! ns21. By relating the effective
dichroism inside the hysteresis loop to nonlinear effects
find gnon'2p30.132 ns
2150.83~6! ns21. Combining these
two results yieldsa51.7(2),which is relatively low, but not
unrealistic for thin quantum wells@25#. As a detail, we note


















asymmetric,g0 being larger after the polarization switc
than before. The reason for this asymmetry is not yet kno
As a next step we tried to observe the effect of the n
linear anisotropies in the polarization-resolved optical a
intensity noise spectra. To increase our changes of succ
and to facilitate the comparison with earlier results, we
the laser current atI 55.55 mA, i.e., inside the hysteres
loop, after the polarization switch. At this point, bothn0 and
g0 are relatively small, so that both the magnitude of t
nonlinear effects and the polarization fluctuations are o
mized. In this situation the optical spectra showed the in
grated power in the nonlasing peak to be 2.6% of that of
lasing peak. What is more important, these spectra a
showed the presence of a four-wave-mixing peak at an
tensity of 8.0(6)31024 of that of the nonlasing peak. Whe
we combine this ratio withun0u54.68 GHz in Eq.~8! we
find Aa211gnon51.7(1) ns21, in good agreement with the
earlier estimate based on the observed nonlinear redshif
We also measured the polarization-resolved inten
noise. The fits to these spectra were quite good, altho
they were somewhat hindered by the presence of a l
frequency relaxation-oscillation peak around 2.3 GHz. Af
the polarization switch the fluctuations in the polarizati
anglef were measured to be smaller than in the elliptic
angle x, as expected for a VCSEL in which the low
frequency mode dominates (n0524.68 GHz). At the reso-
nance frequency we measurêuf(v)u2&1/2/^ux(v)u2&1/2
50.92(2). Substitution of this ratio in Eq.~12! yields
agnon'2.4~6! ns
21. This estimate is somewhat larger tha
the previous ones, but still falls within the error bars, whi
are relatively large due to the presence of relaxation osc
tions.
FIG. 10. The effective birefringenceun0u and dichroismug0u of
the etched-post VCSEL as a function of current. Note the obser
hysteresis and the jump inun0u that occurs upon a polarizatio
switch ~aroundI 55.5 mA!. From ~b! we conclude that the polar















































































4204 PRA 58M. P. van EXTER, M. B. WILLEMSEN, AND J. P. WOERDMANFinally we estimate the magnitude of the polarizati
noise from the observed power ratioPnonlasing/Plasing
52.6%. Substitution of this ratio, and the fitted value
g050.83 ns
21, into Eq. ~19! yields a diffusion coefficient
D522(3) ms21. Just as before, we now insertD, together
with the output power of 0.3 mW, into Eq.~5b!, to obtain an
estimated cavity loss ratek'120 ns21 for the ideal four-
level laser andk'220 ns21 for the casensp51.5 andh
50.2.
Comparing the etched-post VCSELs with the proto
implanted VCSELs we note that for both types of devic
nonlinear effects were observable in three different ways
~i! a nonlinear redshift and extra dichroism,~ii ! a FWM peak
in the optical spectrum, and~iii ! a different magnitude of the
projected polarization noise. Although the etched-post dev
switched at an output power that was only about 20% of t
the proton-implanted devices, the observed nonlin
anisotropies were still sizeable@agnon'1.5~2! ns
21,
gnon'0.8 ns
21# at about 50% of the values of the latter d
vices. The reason for this is that the cavity loss ratek of our
etched-post device is relatively low~Bragg mirrors with
more periods! so that a given output power corresponds to
relatively high internal field. Experimentally, this was al
noticeable in the diffusion coefficientD, which at D
'22(3)ms21 for the etched-post device is only a factor
2–3 larger than that of the proton-implanted device, des
the factor of 5 lower output power. To account for the d
ference ink it might be better to relate the degree of satu
tion to the quantity (I /I th)21, which, around the polarizatio
switch, was '0.35 for our etched-post device~I
55.55 mA; I th54.1 mA! and 0.420.8 for our proton-
implanted devices~I 5729 mA; I th55.0 mA!.
XI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a general description of polariza
fluctuations in VCSELs, allowing direct comparison with e
periment. An overview of the model parameters is given
Table I. In total the model involves four anisotropies. T
physical mechanism behind these anisotropies is not yet f
understood; we know how the linear birefringence ari
from mechanical strain@27# and internal electrical fields
@28#, and how the nonlinear anisotropies result from t
~eliminated! spin dynamics@6,11#, but the origin, and in par-
ticular the experimental observation of a current depende
of the linear dichroismg lin(I ) is still somewhat of a mystery
In the experimental sections we have shown how the v
ous parameters can be extracted from the experimental
More specifically, the effective birefringence and effecti
dichroism appear as frequency splittings and widths in b
optical and projected-intensity spectra. We gave three exp
mental demonstrations of the presence of nonlinear aniso
pies. We have shown how they give rise to a four-wa
mixing peak in the optical spectrum and to a nonuniform
in the projected polarization noise. Experimentally, both p
nomena can be used to quantify the combined nonlin
anisotropies, but both are inversely proportional to~ he
square of! the linear birefringence so that the effects are m
surable only for small to moderate birefringence. As a th
demonstration of nonlinear effects we have shown how t




























lasing peak as compared to the lasing peak. Experiment
these measurements are ideal to separately determine
nonlinear birefringence and the nonlinear dichroism, but th
only work for VCSELs that exhibit a polarization switch
Specifically, we have shown how in extreme cases, wh
the linear and nonlinear anisotropies are comparable,
concept of two polarization modes loses its meaning.
For a batch of proton-implanted VCSEL we have appli
the three techniques mentioned above to obtain results
agreed within about 20%. We have determined the nonlin
birefringence to beagnon'324 ns
21 around I 59 mA and
Pout51.9 mW and to be'2.5 ns
21 around I 57 mA and
Pout51.3 mW. The nonlinear dichroism was found to be
factor a'3 lower. We have also demonstrated to what e
tent the fluctuations in polarization directionf and ellipticity
x are correlated. In general, we have shown how polariza
fluctuations result from a balance between diffusion, due
polarization noise, and a restoring drift, due to dichrois
The diffusion coefficientD, and the related cavity loss ratek
could thus be estimated from the relatively power in t
nonlasing polarization and from the average hopping time
case of polarization switching. Repeating the measurem
on a batch of etched-post VCSELs from a different supp
gave similar results. At lower current (I 55.5 mA) and lower
output power (P50.3 mW) we now foundagnon'1.5 ns
21,
gnon'0.8 ns
21, and a'1.7. Once more the three differen
measurements were in reasonable agreement. This sh
that both the phenomena and the quoted numbers are r
general and not limited to a special type of VCSEL.
In conclusion, this work presents an experimental con
mation of the validity of the spin-eliminated model for th
polarization behavior of a VCSEL. We have stressed t
almost any practical VCSEL satisfies the condition for sp
elimination. Also, most practical VCSELs satisfy additio
ally the condition of relatively strong linear birefringenc
which, in turn, greatly simplifies the analytic descriptio
This being said, it remains very interesting, from a theore
cal point of view, to study VCSELs which donot satisfy the
condition for spin elimination. In particular, one would lik
to have a VCSEL with very large birefringence (v lin
.gs /a) which exhibits a polarization switch; the switchin
behavior of this VCSEL should violate the framework e
posed in the present paper. So far, we have not been ab
find such a VCSEL among the many that we have studie
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we will derive the steady-state polariz















PRA 58 4205POLARIZATION FLUCTUATIONS IN VERTICAL- . . .where the linear birefringence and linear dichroism make
arbitrary angleb. For this case, the full rate equations,




52v linsin 2x cos 2f2g linsin 2~f2b!




5v linsin 2f2g linsin 2x cos 2~f2b!
22gnonsin 2x cos 2x. ~A1b!
These equations are exact in the adiabatic limit; i.e., no
sumptions have been made apart from the adiabatic elim
tion of the difference inversion. To remove the various s
and cosine functions we expand to first order inf,x!1,
assuming the intensityI , which codeterminesgnon5kI /G, to
be more or less constant~valid for operation reasonably fa

















Equation~A2a! is an extension to the nonlinear regime,
Eq. ~18! in @9# that was derived from a linear coupled-mod
theory. Note that this equation is asymmetric in~the sign of!
v lin ; large ellipticity are most likely for negativev lin , i.e.,
for the case where the low-frequency mode lases. For
case of dominant linear birefringence (v lin@g lin ,gnon) we
also findfss!xss @see Eq.~A2b!#.
For xss,fss!1 the linearized polarization rate equation
including noise, are
d
dt S f2fssx2xssD5S 2g i 2v lin22agnonv lin 2g i22gnon D S f2fssx2xssD1S f ff x D ,
~A3!
whereg i[g lincos 2b, and where we have added the Lang
vin noise sourcesf f and f x . We want to stress that, as the
equations result from a linearization in the adiabatic appro
mation, they apply to all cases wheref,x,xss!1, including
the very interesting cases where linear and nonlin
anisotropies are comparable in strength. Note that Eq.~A3!
becomes identical to Eq.~6! in @11# and Eq.~1! in @2# for the
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